10th July 2019

Dear Industry Colleagues

TESTING GUIDANCE FOR PROVIDERS OF FIRM FREQUENCY RESPONSE BALANCING SERVICE – TESTING ANALYSIS TOOL DEMONSTRATION

Following on from the Proposed testing guidance workshop held on the 24th June 2019 we will now be holding a Webinar between 11:00 – 12:30 on Tuesday 16th July in advance of the publication of the new FFR Test Guidance, this session will provide a demonstration of the Excel analysis tool which can be used to assess dynamic FFR test results. Sample test data will be used to walk through the assessment process and what should be included in the ITE report. The Excel tool and user guide will be published alongside the new Test Guidance.

The WebEx detail are listed below:

Date: 16th July
Time: 11:00 – 12:30
WebEx link: https://uknationalgrid.webex.com/uknationalgrid/j.php?MTID=m378353fa1e9279fd83bffd2fd42d6de

Yours sincerely,

Ben Smith
Contracts Manager